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Neon Genesis Evanglion - GAINAX (Firm) 2013
A collection of short manga stories featuring the characters of "Neon
Genesis Evangelion" include entries by Yun Kouga, Keiichi Tanaka,
Kotaro Yamada, and Haruhiko Mikimoto.
Angelic Days - Fumino Hayashi 2007
In an alternate universe, a group of students learn that they are being
groomed as pilots of enormous artificial beings called Evangelion and
will have to take part in many battles, as they deal with normal teenage
issues.
Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari Raising Project Omnibus
Volume 5 - Osamu Takahashi 2018-01-02
SEELE's frustrations with Gendo's plans leads their agent inside the
school to abduct Shinji and place him under their mental control...which
means Rei and Asuka must put aside their own rivalry long enough to
join forces and rescue him!

Neon Genesis Evangelion, Vol. 9 - Yoshiyuki Sadamoto 2012-09-24
Pride in being an Evangelion pilot--that is the essence of the Second
Child, Soryu Asuka Langley. But the day she was chosen to be so was the
most horrible of her life--and as that truth rises to consume her, Shinji
finds a new comrade in the strange, beautiful and disturbing Kaworu
Nagisa. Born on the day of the Second Impact, he has been sent directly
by SEELE, which alone knows him by his real name--Tabris, the Angel of
Free Will. Eva Vol. 9 contains a Japanese sound FX glossary plus a
special bonus article on Kaworu, the mysterious stranger of the
Evangelion story. -- VIZ Media
Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari Raising Project
Omnibus Volume 6 - Osamu Takahashi 2023-01-31
The most popular Evangelion spinoff ever returns to finish the story!
While a school play starring Rei and Asuka as star-crossed lovers makes
some ponder just where Shinji fits in, the question of whether he can
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make up his mind may become moot as SEELE makes their final bid to
seize the Magi System with a ruthless scheme—taking Rei’s own
memories hostage! Collects Neon Genesis Evangelion—The Shinji Ikari
Raising Project Volumes 16–18.
Lust Geass, Vol. 1 - Osamu Takahashi 2020-06-23
Souta Takatsuki and his neighbor Rikka Amanome have been like brother
and sister since they were kids, but his feelings for her run much deeper.
With her birthday coming up, he wants to find the perfect gift, which
presents itself in the form of a book from a mysterious shop he happens
across. The owner doesn't even charge him, saying he'll return to pay
eventually...Souta is wholly unprepared for the insatiable passion the
book inspires in Rikka, and it seems the ultimate price of this gift may be
hefty indeed...
Neon Genesis Evangelion - Osamu Takahashi 2012
Shinji is unwittingly brought into his parents' scientific research at NERV
headquarters when he attempts to rescue schoolmate Rei, uncovering
secrets about Rei's relationship with NERV.
Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari Raising Project Volume
15 - Osamu Takahashi 2015-01-06
Is it just an optical illusion, or are Rei and Shinji actually getting closer
to one another? Asuka isn't too sure--but one thing you can be sure of is
that she'll be giving this perception test a hard stare! And on that note, is
Asuka falling victim to the same baka-tivity that afflicts her childhood
friend, as she decides to use some of Shinji's "techniques" to help bring
Toji and Hikari closer together?
Neon Genesis Evangelion - Osamu Takahashi 2014
What is the secret of the mysterious lady who runs the maid cafe', but
also happens to be a brilliant computer scientist? Nothing is quite as it
seems, and it's up to our young heroes to decipher the riddle.
Neon Genesis Evangelion - Osamu Takahashi 2013
After Shinji is abducted by SEELE's agent inside the school and placed
under their mind control, Rei and Asuka put their differences aside and
join forces to rescue him.
Neon Genesis Evangelion - Takumi Yoshimura 2014

After all of the work he has been doing for the Kaji Detective Agency,
Shinji hopes to find relaxation with Rei during a day at the aquarium, but
instead has an embarrassing encounter with an old rival.
Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari Raising Project - Osamu
Takahashi 2014-11-19
Plot development? In MY The Shinji Ikari Raising Project? It's more likely
than you think! SEELE's frustrations with Gendo's plans leads their
agent inside the school to abduct Shinji and place him under their mental
control...which means Rei and Asuka must put aside their own rivalry
long enough to join forces and rescue him!
Neon Genesis Evangelion 2-in-1 Edition - Yoshiyuki Sadamoto 2016-06-14
The Instrumentality Project comes to its apocalyptic conclusion. With the
earth now covered in a sea of LCL, every human consciousness in the
world has become one—a combined entity waiting to be reborn. Deep
within Lilith, Shinji comes face-to-face with everything he ever knew,
loved and feared. The fate of the world is in his hands, and the choice he
makes will doom or redeem humanity. Everything ends here. Everything
begins here. This is the epic finale of Neon Genesis Evangelion! -- VIZ
Media
Korean Vegetarian Cooking - Shin Kim 2020-11-11
Welcome to Shin’s Korean kitchen where vegetables are celebrated as
main features! This colorful cookbook by Shin Kim includes over 80
Korean vegetarian recipes, 75 of which can be made vegan. Each recipe
is accompanied by a photograph for added visual inspiration and marked
with gluten-free, nut-free, spicy, and vegan tags as a helpful guide for
your dietary preferences. Drawing from local, natural plant-based
ingredients and traditional Korean vegetables available in the U.S., this
book covers a wide range of vegan and vegetarian Korean dishes. From a
variety of kimchi to everyday banchan sides, such as Scallion Pancakes,
Spicy Soft Tofu Stew, and Glass Noodles with Vegetables, Korean home
favorites are presented in clearly laid-out steps. Moreover, entrée dishes
that traditionally feature animal protein are adapted as colorful, flavorful
vegetarian dishes, such as Kimchi Dumplings, Mushroom Hot Pot, and
Sweet and Sour Cauliflower. This book is for anyone with an interest in
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Korean cuisine who wants to incorporate a more plant-based diet in their
lives. Whether you make a quick weeknight dinner for yourself or cook
up a feast for your family and friends, enjoy the full range of Korean
flavors, from subtle and mild to deep and vivid—and everything in
between. This book will guide you through your endeavors with
suggestions of substitution ingredients, tips, and variations so that you
can enjoy cooking and eating Korean dishes in multiple ways in your own
kitchen.
Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari Raising Project - Osamu
Takahashi 2014-10-29
High intelligence and low wisdom—that's how they roll deep inside the
Artificial Evolution Research Center, and no section is deeper than the
one in which Asuka's brilliant but flaky mother Kyoko resides. Surely she
didn't spend all those years in graduate computer science just to open up
a maid café? You might think so, but remember—she's smarter than you.
Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari Raising Project Volume
12 - Osamu Takahashi 2014-11-19
An alternate take on the famous series! By now, Shinji, Rei, and Asuka
thought they knew the drill, but they don't know this one — namely, the
giant drill coming down from the even more gigantic eight sided . . .
thingie . . . hanging over the streets of the virtual Tokyo-3! Who's behind
this new menace — Doctor Akagi, her daughter, or the man who
fascinates them both? Heck, who fascinates everyone!
Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari Raising Project - Osamu
Takahashi 2014-10-23
Even as Gendo plots to submit his entire staff to aerobics training, the
sinister SEELE has sent Kaworu Nagisa to sabotage Gendo and Yui's
more private objectives... which means he's soon enrolling in Shinji's
class! Such a pretty boy starts turning heads inside homeroom 2-A, even
Shinji's — which causes Rei and Asuka to agree to join forces, on the
grounds that Kaworu's presence could cause trouble for NERV. The irony
is that, even if that's just their excuse, they're right!
Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari Raising Project
Omnibus Volume 2 - Osamu Takahashi 2017-01-24

Book Two introduces Mana Kirishima, the mysterious transfer student
who might be more capable than even Rei and Asuka...and who's
definitely more capable when it comes to making moves on Shinji! The
four of them will get a chance to show their elders what they can do (and
hopefully not kill each other in the process) when Yui takes them all on a
field trip to a facility run by her greatest rival from school¬--to see
Japan's newest, nuclear-powered giant robot! What could possibly go
wrong?
The Shinji Ikari Raising Project - Osamu Takahashi 2012
When a giant drill threatens the streets of the virtual Tokyo-3, Shinji, Rei,
and Asuka are determined to find out who's behind the new menace.
Neon Genesis Evangelion - Osamu Takahashi 2010
Shinji is unwittingly brought into his parents' scientific research at NERV
headquarters when he attempts to rescue schoolmate Rei, uncovering
secrets about Rei's relationship with NERV.
Neon Genesis Evangelion: Campus Apocalypse vol. 1 - Ming, Ming
2014-09-16
Dark Horse is proud to present the second manga series in its Neon
Genesis Evangelion line, Neon Genesis Evangelion: Campus Apocalypse!
Shinji Ikari's parents are gone, and he lives with his legal guardian, Ryoji
Kaji, while attending the private NERV Academy. But no one ever told
Shinji about its secrets . . . or that he'd find his fellow students Kaworu,
Rei, and Asuka out on the streets late at night -- fighting with sword,
spear, and whip against an enemy that looks very human, but who
Kaworu insists are beings called the Angels . . . * Campus Apocalypse is
straight from the pages of the stylish shojo magazine Monthly Asuka,
home of Code Geass and Trinity Blood! * Features bonus color pages,
your Evangelion fan art and letters, and special reader giveaways! *
Neon Genesis Evangelion is another popular anime related tie-in from
Dark Horse!
Neon Genesis Evangelion - Osamu Takahashi 2016
"Breaking their silence, SEELE try once again to hack the MAGI system.
Yui, who has been tasked with running the research facility, dispatches
Shinji and the crew to meet the menace. Shinji vanishes upon
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confronting the bizarre invader entity--but has he truly succumbed to
unreal horrors, and can Rei and Asuka bring him back again?" -- cover.
Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari Raising Project - Osamu
Takahashi 2018-09-11
Final volume of the fan-favorite manga series! To all the children,
congratulations! In search of the vanished Rei, Asuka and Shinji at last
confront the opponents of everything their parents have been working
towards...the monolithic masterminds of SEELE! But when Rei's
memories are wiped clean, will the two of them find the right place once
more between love and friendship...?
Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari Raising Project Omnibus
Volume 1 - Khara 2016-08-30
The famous final episode of the Neon Genesis Evangelion anime TV show
imagined the show's main characters in an alternate world where
friendship and romance could be as important as their task to pilot the
Evangelion. That premise forms the storyline of Neon Genesis
Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari Raising Project! Stunning, hot-headed Asuka
Langley Soryu has been friends with Shinji Ikari since they were little.
And she always sort of assumed they'd stay together--until the day the
beautiful, brilliant Rei Ayanami showed up in class! When Shinji starts to
get curious about Rei, Asuka needs to figure out if she wants to be just
friends with Shinji, or something more. But why are so many people
keeping an eye on these relationships--people like homeroom teacher
Misato, school nurse Ritsuko, and Shinji's mother--NERV's chief scientist,
Yui Ikari...?
Neon Genesis Evangelion - Yoshiyuki Sadamoto 2005
The Second Child, Asuka Langley Soryu finally arrives from Germany to
join the team. A child prodigy and a talented Eva pilot, she is
unfortunately endowed with a less than pleasant personality. As Shinji
struggles to get along with her, the next Angel chooses this moment to
attack. Dealing with the new threat, Shinji learns, involves a coordinated
attack that requires him to work uncomfortably close with Asuka. Will
Shinji survive the ordeal...?
Neon Genesis Evangelion - Osamu Takahashi 2011-03-22

Shinji is unwittingly brought into his parents' scientific research at NERV
headquarters when he attempts to rescue schoolmate Rei, uncovering
secrets about Rei's relationship with NERV.
Mass Effect: Homeworlds #2 - Jeremy Barlow 2014-02-26
**The galaxy betrayed!** _Mass Effect: Homeworlds_ turns the focus
onto Commander Shepard's ally Tali'Zorah in a story from Tali's _Mass
Effect 3_ writer Patrick Weekes! On a mission to end her people's
generations-long exile, Tali uncovers the treachery of a central _Mass
Effect_ figure and finds herself hunted by assassins. Fleeing to the
Citadel for help, she instead encounters disgust and discrimination in the
most "civilized" place in the galaxy! From _Mass Effect 3_ writers Mac
Walters and Patrick Weekes! Script by Jeremy Barlow (_Star Wars:
Rebellion_)! **The galaxy betrayed!**
Neon Genesis Evangelion - Osamu Takahashi 2009
Shinji is unwittingly brought into his parents' scientific research at NERV
headquarters when he attempts to rescue schoolmate Rei, uncovering
secrets about Rei's relationship with NERV.
Neon Genesis Evangelion: ANIMA (Light Novel) Vol. 2 - Ikuto
Yamashita 2020-02-20
Tensions run high as the black giant Armaros looms threateningly over
planet Earth, armed with the mighty Spear of Longinus. The pilots race
to avert disaster, but Rei Quatre throws a wrench in their plans by
kidnapping Misato! Meanwhile, Shinji is confronted by a strange white
Evangelion that looks just like Eva-02, piloted by a familiar face. Can
Shinji and his comrades save the world yet again, or are the forces
arrayed against them just too strong this time?
Lust Geass, Vol. 3 - Osamu Takahashi 2021-03-30
After Makoto’s confession, Souta finds himself having to balance a
delicate three-way relationship. Trying to keep both lust-crazed girls
satisfied while also keeping his cheating a secret from Rikka is hard
enough, but Zepar isn’t through with him yet…as the next to fall victim
to her curse is none other than their homeroom teacher, Tateaki-sensei!
Faced with the domineering charms of a lonely adult woman, will Souta
be sucked into yet another immoral affair?
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Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari Raising Project - Osamu
Takahashi 2014-11-19
Shinji is never quite sure whether he's in a relationship or just some sort
of bizarre lab experiment, and he probably didn't need yet another cute,
mysterious individual to arrive in his homeroom. But that's just what he's
going to get in the person of Mana Kirishima. Will she prove to be a
girlfriend of steel... or more of an iron maiden?
Neon Genesis Evangelion - Yoshiyuki Sadamoto 2004
Follows the adventures of Shinji Ikari, a child of the new Earth who
piloted Evangelion, a colossal biomechanical weapon, to battle the
fearsome Angels.
Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari Raising Project Omnibus
Volume 4 - Osamu Takahashi 2017-08-15
Don't say "crazy"! The campus culture festival is coming up for the
students of Class 2-A, and in manga that means not only cosplay, but
starting an all-girl band! But what are they supposed to do about the fact
that the keyboardist, Shinji, isn't, um, a girl? Well, that's when it's time
for a little crossplay! Contains bonus color pages! Evangelion 3.33 movie
now available from Funimation! The Shinji Ikari Raising Project ran for
18 volumes in Japan--more than the original series!
Neon Genesis Evangelion 3-in-1 Edition - Yoshiyuki Sadamoto
2013-03-12
Once Shinji didn’t care about anything; then he found people to fight
for—only to learn that he couldn’t protect them, or keep those he let into
his heart from going away. As mankind tilts on the brink of the
apocalyptic Third Impact, human feelings are fault lines leading to
destruction and just maybe, redemption and rebirth. -- VIZ Media
Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari Raising Project - Osamu
Takahashi 2014-11-19
Take me out to the brawl game! Gendo’s latest scheme for fatherly
bonding should have seen another draft before putting baseball bats in
the hands of his employees. Then, a mysterious hack into the MAGI
system brings out all the brilliant mothers in force: not only Shinji’s and
Asuka’s, but also the system’s creator...Ritsuko’s mom, Naoko Akagi! *

Includes your fan art, letters, and special giveaways! * Bonus color pages
begin each volume. * Interest in the Evangelion series is reaching new
heights with the theatrical release of the Rebuild of Evangelion movies.
Evangelion Illustrations 2007-2017 - khara 2019-06-11
Full-color oversize collection showcasing art of the landmark animated
series that redefined the mecha genre. Neon Genesis Evangelion is one
of the most enduring and significant touchstones for anime, manga, and
pop culture fans over the past two decades, thanks to the
groundbreaking television series and beautifully animated movies. This
book collects ten years’ worth of illustrations that showcase the wide
effect Neon Genesis Evangelion has left on not just the animation
industry, but on popular culture in general. Included are illustrations for
film posters, CD albums, bullet train designs, video game collaborations,
and much, much more.
Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari Raising Project Volume
16 - Khara 2016-06-21
Breaking their silence, SEELE tries once again to hack the Magi System.
Yui, who has been tasked with running the research facility, dispatches
Shinji and the crew to meet the menace. Shinji vanishes upon
confronting the bizarre invader entity--but has he truly succumbed to
unreal horrors, and can Rei and Asuka bring him back again?
Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari Raising Project Volume 17 Osamu Takahashi 2017-01-24
If Rei and Asuka fear they're never going to get anywhere with
Shinji...why not cut out the middleman? Cast as star-crossed lovers in the
school play, the two girls are going to share a kiss on stage in front of the
entire school, but is it really just an act? That which we call a rose by any
other name would smell as sweet! Khara, Inc. is a Japanese animation
studio best known for its work on the Rebuild of Evangelion film
tetralogy. Studio Khara is the primary an animation production studio. It
was founded by Hideaki Anno in May 2006. Anno remains president of
the studio. The name khara comes from the Greek word χαρα, meaning
joy. The author lives in Japan.
Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari Raising Project - Osamu
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Takahashi 2014-10-23
Now, it's important for a father to participate when it's time for a parentteacher conference, but you're still going to feel a little nervous as the
student — or, if your father's name is Gendo Ikari, a lot nervous! While
Shinji's girl troubles continue to be a public spectacle, Kaworu and
Ritsuko are going behind his back... straight to SEELE. Love, comedy,
and mystery continue in Volume 3!
Neon Genesis Evangelion: The Shinji Ikari Raising Project

Omnibus Volume 3 - Osamu Takahashi 2017-05-30
In Book Three, Shinji, Rei, and Asuka at last begin to train as a team for
real combat, weapons in hand...stalking a giant gelatinous creature with
a spherical "core" they must take out. If this kind of mission sounds
strangely familiar, you're right--but if things go as usual, it's poor Shinji
who'll get called the slimeball! And even as the lab deals with the fallout
of the Jet Alone affair, can they stand the stress of a relaxing game of
company baseball with Gendo...?
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